ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Owing to its fundamental and pragmatic significance, the flow of power law fluids over a pair of cylinders in tandem arrangement was studied recently in the steady flow regime [1] . Extensive numerical results on the detailed and global characteristics including streamline contours, centerline velocity profiles, wake characteristics, surface pressure profiles and drag coefficients were presented to elucidate the interplay between the power law rheology (n), separation between the two cylinders (G) and the Reynolds number (Re). Indeed depending upon the value of G, the drag on the two cylinders could deviate significantly from the value for a single cylinder and similarly, wake formation was seen to be somewhat delayed in shearthinning (n <1) fluids whereas it occurred at lower Reynolds numbers in shear-thickening fluids (n>1) as compared to that in Newtonian fluids. Undoubtedly, these changes in the flow field impact directly on the heat transfer characteristics, this study aims to extend our previous work [1] to convective heat transfer over a wide range of Prandtl numbers, as encountered in chemical and processing applications [2] [3] [4] . Suffice it to add here that even for the Newtonian fluids, the momentum characteristics have been studied much more thoroughly than the corresponding heat/mass transfer problems for this flow configuration.
On the other hand, many substances of multi-phase nature and/or of high molecular weight encountered in industrial settings dealing with pulp and paper suspensions, food, polymer melts and their solutions, etc. display shear-thinning and/or shear-thickening behaviour [4] . Owing to their high viscosity levels, these materials are generally processed at relatively low Reynolds numbers as compared to their Newtonian counterparts like air, water and light fraction petroleum products. Thus, it makes the voluminous work available with these fluids to be of limited utility when dealing with viscous liquids. Therefore, it seems reasonable to begin with the analysis of purely viscous
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power-law type fluids and the level of complexity can be built up gradually to accommodate the other non-Newtonian characteristics such as viscoelasticity, yield stress, etc.
As far as known to us, there has been no prior study on the forced convection in cross flow of incompressible power-law fluids over a pair of cylinders in tandem arrangement. This constitutes the main objective of this work. At the outset, it is however useful to review the pertinent limited literature for the analogous situation involving Newtonian fluids, for the literature is scant even for heat transfer from single cylinders to power law fluids, let alone from two cylinders to facilitate the subsequent presentation of the new results for the pair of cylinders in tandem configuration.
PREVIOUS WORK
As noted earlier, while bulk of the information available on the momentum and heat transfer characteristics of a cylinder in Newtonian fluids has been thoroughly reviewed by Zdravkovich [5, 6] and the corresponding heat transfer literature has been reviewed by Ahmad [7] and by Bharti et al. [8] . Over the past 10 years or so, limited information has accrued for the flow of power-law fluids over a single cylinder [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The results based on the numerical solution of the complete field equations have been supplemented by the boundary layer analysis [23] . In all these studies, it was implicitly assumed that the 2-D steady flow regime for power law fluids exists up to the same critical Reynolds number as that for Newtonian fluids. Clearly, this assumption is not justifiable for highly shear-thinning and shearthickening fluids. Indeed, the limiting values of the Reynolds number have been shown to be strongly dependent on the value of the power-law index [20] . For instance, the flow ceases to be 2-D and steady at Re=33 in a shear-thickening fluid with power law index of n = 1.8 whereas this critical value is rather insensitive to the value of the power law index for shearthinning (n<1) fluids. In spite of this uncertainty, all in all, reliable results are now available for the drag and heat transfer characteristics of power-law fluid flow over an isolated cylinder in the 2-D steady symmetric flow regime embracing the range of conditions as:
. Similarly, some information is also available on wall effects on drag and heat transfer from a cylinder confined in a planar slit [17, 18] .
In contrast, much less is known about the momentum and heat transfer from two cylinders in tandem arrangement in the steady cross-flow regime (e.g. see [1, 24, 25] ) for a brief review. There seem to be only two studies [24, 25] related to the steady forced convection heat transfer in Newtonian fluids from two tandem cylinders at relatively low Re. As mentioned above, there has been only one study dealing with the flow of powerlaw fluids over a pair of two cylinders in tandem arrangement [1] embracing the following ranges of conditions: 40
. This study revealed significant changes in the flow fields and the global flow parameters depending upon the value of the gap ratio (G). It is reasonable to surmise that these changes in the flow field should also impinge on the resulting temperature field which in turn will influence the rate of heat transfer from cylinders in power-law fluids.
In summary, there has been no prior study elucidating the role of non-Newtonian characteristics on the forced convection heat transfer from two tandem cylinders immersed in power-law liquids. This work aims to fill this gap in the current literature. In particular, the governing equations are solved numerically for the 2-D steady forced convection heat transfer in incompressible power-law fluids from two cylinders in tandem cross-flow arrangement over the following representative ranges of conditions: Reynolds number (Re=1, 40), Prandtl number (Pr=1, 100), the power-law index (n=0.4, 1, 1.8) and for gap ratio (G=2). More detailed discussion of the previous pertinent literature and of the numerical results is available elsewhere [27] .
PROBLEMS

STATEMENT AND GOVERNING
EQUATIONS
Similar to our recent work [1] , consider the 2-D, steady, cross-flow of an incompressible power-law liquid streaming with a uniform velocity (U o ) and temperature (T o ) over a pair of infinitely long cylinders (of equal diameter, D) in tandem arrangement (gap ratio,
where L is the center-tocenter distance), as shown in Figure 1 . While in practice, the thermal boundary conditions on the surface of the cylinder can be quite involved, it is customary to consider the two limiting cases, namely, either a constant wall temperature (CWT), T w (>T o ), or a constant heat flux (CHF), q w , imposed on the surface of the two cylinders. In order to keep the level of complexity at a tractable level at this stage, the thermo-physical properties of the liquid are assumed to be independent of temperature, and the viscous dissipation effects are also assumed to be negligible. While these two assumptions lead to the de-coupling of the momentum and thermal energy equations, these also restrict the applicability of the present results to the situations where the temperature difference between the fluid and cylinder is not too large and for moderate viscosity and/or shearing levels. For both thermal boundary conditions, the maximum temperature difference between the surface of the cylinders and the liquid
so that it is justified to neglect the variation of the physical properties, notably, density and viscosity, with temperature. In the case of the CWT condition, T max =T w whereas the value of heat flux (q w ) was been monitored to keep the maximum value of
for the CHF condition. The unconfined flow condition is simulated here by enclosing the two circular cylinders in a large circular outer boundary (of diameter o D ), as shown schematically in Figure 1 . The diameter of the outer circular boundary o D is taken to be sufficiently large to minimize the boundary effects. The continuity and momentum equations in their compact forms are written as follows:
Continuity equation:
Thermal energy equation: 
where ( ) U ε , the rate of strain tensor, is given by I is the second invariant of the rate of strain tensor ( ε ). The components of the rate of strain tensor ( ε ) are related to the velocity components and their gradients, and are given in standard text books, e.g., see, Bird et al. [28] .
The appropriate boundary conditions for this flow problem are written as follows:
At the inlet boundary: The uniform flow condition is imposed at the inlet.
On the surface of the cylinders: The standard no-slip condition is used and the two cylinders are maintained either at the same constant temperature (T w ) or are subject to a constant heat flux (q w ) as:
At the exit boundary: The default "outflow" boundary condition option in FLUENT (a zero diffusion flux for all flow variables) was used in this work. In essence, this choice implies that the conditions at the outflow plane are extrapolated from within the domain and as such have negligible influence on the upstream flow conditions. The extrapolation procedure used by FLUENT updates the outflow velocity and the pressure in a manner that is consistent with the fully-developed flow assumption, when there is no area change at the outflow boundary. Note that gradients in the cross-stream direction may still exist at this plane. Also, the use of this condition obviates the need to prescribe a boundary condition for pressure. This is similar to the homogeneous Neumann condition, i.e.,
Without assuming the flow to be symmetrical about the mid-plane, the numerical computations have been carried out in the full computational domain (Figure 1b ). The numerical solution of the governing equations (Eqs. 1-3) in conjunction with the above-noted boundary conditions (Eqs. 8-10) maps the flow domain in terms of the primitive variables, i.e., velocity (U x and U y ), pressure (p) and temperature (T) fields. The velocity and pressure fields, in turn, can be used to deduce the local and macroscopic flow characteristics like drag as explained elsewhere [1, 15, 17, [20] [21] [22] and the temperature field can be used to evaluate the local Nusselt number as detailed below in brief and described in detail elsewhere [8, 16, 18, 19] . However, at this stage, it is useful to introduce some dimensionless parameters.
The Reynolds (Re) and Prandtl (Pr) numbers for powerlaw fluids are defined as follows (13) where e x and e y are the x-and y-components of the unit vector, respectively.
The overall surface average value is obtained as:
The average Nusselt number can be used in process engineering design calculations to estimate the rate of heat transfer from an isothermal cylinder. Dimensional analysis of the field equations and boundary conditions suggests the average Nusselt number to be a function of the kinematic and geometrical dimensionless numbers, i.e., Nu=f(Re,Pr,n,G) for a given thermal boundary condition. This functional relationship is developed in this study.
NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE
In this study, the field equations have been solved using FLUENT (Version 6.2). The unstructured 'quadrilateral' cells of non-uniform grid spacing were generated using the commercial grid tool GAMBIT. Since detailed descriptions of the numerical solution procedure used herein are available in our recent studies [1, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , only the salient features are recapitulated here. The 2-D, steady, segregated solver was used to solve the incompressible flow on the collocated grid arrangement. The second order upwind scheme was used to discretize the convective terms in the momentum and energy equations. The semi-implicit method for the pressure linked equations (SIMPLE) scheme was used for solving the pressurevelocity decoupling. The 'constant density' and 'nonNewtonian power-law' viscosity models were used. FLUENT solves the system of algebraic equations using the Gauss-Siedel (G-S) point-by-point iterative method in conjunction with the algebraic multi-grid (AMG) method solver. The use of AMG scheme can greatly reduce the number of iterations (and thus, CPU time) required to obtain a converged solution, particularly when the model contains a large number of control volumes.
Relative convergence criteria of 
CHOICE OF NUMERICAL PARAMETERS
Undoubtedly, the reliability and accuracy of the numerical results is contingent upon a judicious choice of the numerical parameters, namely, domain (value of D o ) and grid size. An excessively large value of D o will warrant enormous computational resources and a small value will unduly influence the results and hence a prudent choice is vital to the accuracy of the results. Similarly, an optimal grid size should meet two conflicting requirements, namely, it should be fine enough to resolve adequately the flow field yet it should not be exorbitantly resources intensive in terms of the memory and CPU time requirements. Since the effects of these parameters (D o and grid size) on drag values for the flow of power-law fluids over a single and two cylinders have been dealt with in our previous studies [1, 15, 17, 20, 22] , only the additional results on the Nusselt number for the two cylinders are presented here thereby ensuring these results are free from such numerical artifacts.
Influence of Domain Size on Average Nusselt Number:
Following the same approach as that used in our recent studies [1, 19, 20, 22] 
is required at low Reynolds numbers [1, 19, 20, 22 ] as compared to that at high Reynolds numbers ( 10 Re ≥ ). The domain tests were carried out using the grid M 1 (see 4 and M 5 , as detailed in [1] ) for the same combination of the values of Re, Pr, G and n as used above in the domain independence study. In view of these negligible changes (accompanied by an up to 2-3 fold increase in the computational time), the grid M 4 [1] is believed to be sufficiently refined to resolve the flow and temperature fields with acceptable levels of accuracy within the range of conditions of interest here. Finally, to add further weight to our claim for the accuracy of the results, the present numerical results have been compared with the literature values in the next section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, the computations have been carried out for the following values of the dimensionless parameters: Reynolds number, = Re 1, 30 and/or 40; Prandtl number, Pr=1 and 100; the power-law index, = n 0.4, 1 and 1.8 thereby covering both shear-thinning ( 1 n < ) and shear-thickening ( 1 n > ) fluids, and for the gap ratio between the two cylinders,
Since for n = 1.8, the flow over a single cylinder is known to be symmetric and steady only up to for Re=30, this is the upper limit for the Reynolds number in this case; whereas for all other values of n, the results are reported up to Re = 40 by Sivakumar et al. [20] . Finally, the fully converged flow field obtained by Patil et al. [1] was used as input for the thermal energy equation. However prior to presenting the new results, it is appropriate to validate the solution procedure to ascertain the accuracy and reliability of the heat transfer results presented herein.
Validation of Results
The present results for heat transfer in Newtonian fluids from unconfined cylinders in tandem arrangement are compared in Tables 1 with the previous results. Table 1 compares the average Nusselt number for Newtonian (n=1) fluid flow over a pair of circular cylinders in tandem arrangement for a range of the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers and at gap ratio, G=2. While an excellent correspondence can be seen between the present results and that of Juncu [25] , the present values differ from that of Wong and Chen [26] by up to about 4-5 %. The domain size used in present study is much larger than that used in [26] and this could explain in part this difference. For instance, the rectangular domain used in [26] is L u =4.5D, L d =9.5D and H=10D; where L u , L d and H are the upstream and downstream lengths and height of the computational domain. The validation of present methodology for heat transfer in power-law fluids from a single cylinder has already been presented in our previous studies [17] [18] [19] and thus, not repeated herein. It needs to be emphasized here that owing to the non-linear viscous terms, the results for power law liquids are expected to be intrinsically less accurate than that for Newtonian fluids. Furthermore, the deviations of this order as that seen in Tables 1  are not uncommon in such studies and may be attributed to different numerics and solvers, domain, grid, etc. used in these studies. Based on our previous experience coupled with the fact that the numerical predictions for power-law liquids tend to be less accurate, the present results are believed to be reliable to within ) increase with the increasing value of G. Due to weak advection at Re=1 and Pr=1, the downstream cylinder also shows almost a flat profile of local Nu for CHF condition as that seen for the upstream cylinder. Finally, the shear-thinning (n<1) exerts an appreciable effect on Nu Local,2 as compared to shear-thickening (n>1). This suggests some gain in heat transfer in shear-thinning fluids and deterioration in shearthickening fluids. Average Nusselt Number: Table 2 presents the values of the surface average Nusselt numbers (Nu 1 and Nu 2 ) as functions of power-law index (n), Prandtl number (Pr) and Reynolds number (Re) considered in this work, for the two thermal boundary conditions. The functional dependence of the average Nu values for both the cylinders on the dimensionless parameters (n, Pr Re, G) is seen to be qualitatively similar to that for a single cylinder. Due to the proximity of the cylinders, the average Nu values for both cylinders are smaller than that for a single cylinder, i.e., ) ( ) (
under otherwise identical conditions. An increase in the Re and/or Pr and/or a decrease in n enhance the rate of heat transfer for both thermal boundary conditions. For fixed values of Re and Pr, the average Nu values show an enhancement as the fluid behaviour changes from the Newtonian (n=1) to shear-thinning (n<1); however, the opposite effect is seen in shear-thickening (n>1) fluids. For fixed values of Re, and n, an increasing value of Pr also enhances the rate of heat transfer, irrespective of the fluid behaviour. For fixed values of Pr, heat transfer enhances with the increasing G at low Re. The isoflux (CHF) condition on the surface of the cylinders always results in a larger value of the average Nu than that for the isothermal (CWT) condition; however, the difference between the two values is a function of Re and Pr. (15) reproduces the remaining data points with an average deviation of 3.97% which rises to a maximum value of 5.59%. While this approach not only reconciles data for wide range of Prandtl number (Pr), the resulting deviations are also somewhat smaller than that associated with Eq. (15) . From an engineering point of view, this level of accuracy is regarded to be acceptable.
In order to elucidate the role of the power-law rheology on the heat transfer characteristics of a pair of circular cylinders in an explicit manner, the surface averaged Nu and/or the Colburn j-factor values have been normalized using the corresponding Newtonian values, under otherwise identical conditions, defined as follows: X N =X(n)/X(n=1) where, X= Nu 1 , Nu 2 , j 1 , j 2 For fixed values of Re, Pr and for a fixed thermal boundary condition on the surface of the cylinder, an enhancement of heat transfer with the decreasing value of the power-law index (n) is seen; thus, the normalized values of the Nusselt numbers and/or j-factors are seen to be X N >1 for shear-thinning (n<1) fluids, whereas the shear-thickening fluids show the opposite trend, i.e., X N <1. The influence of the power-law index is stronger in the shear-thinning (n<1) fluids than that in the shear-thickening (n>1) fluids.
In summary, the heat transfer characteristics of power-law fluids from a pair of cylinders in a tandem arrangement are seen to be influenced in an intricate manner by the value of the Reynolds number (Re), Prandtl number (Pr), the power-law index (n) and the gap ratio (G). At high values of Re, the wake interferences are more prominent when the gap ratio (G) is very small. On the other hand, when the cylinders are sufficiently far away from each other ( ∞ → G ), no interference occurs and both cylinders would act individually as a single cylinder. This interplay is further accentuated by the fact that even at low Re, the viscous term in the momentum equations is highly nonlinear for power-law fluids. As Re is increased, the flow is governed by two non-linear terms, namely, inertial and viscous, which scale differently with fluid velocity. For instance, the viscous forces will approximately scale as identical to the inertial term. These non-linear interactions in conjunction with the distance between the two cylinders exert a strong influence on the flow and heat transfer characteristics. It is believed that these different kinds of dependencies on the flow behaviour index and velocity are also responsible for the non-monotonous behaviour as seen in this work.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Extensive numerical results on the heat transfer characteristics of steady flow of power law fluids over a pair of circular cylinders in tandem arrangement have been presented over the ranges of conditions as: Re=1,40; Pr=1,100; n=0.4, 1, 1.8 and for the gap ratio between the two cylinders (G=2). The effects of the pertinent dimensionless parameters (Re, Pr, n, G) on the local and average Nusselt number and Colburn heat transfer factor are presented and discussed in detail. The proximity of the cylinders influences the heat transfer from both downstream side of the upstream and upstream side of the downstream cylinder. The wake interference in conjunction with the power-law rheology is seen to be a strong influence at high Reynolds numbers, whereas at low Re, the heat transfer is altered by the fluid behaviour. The maximum temperature gradient is observed in the gap between the two cylinders. The shear-thinning behaviour yields some enhancement in heat transfer whereas shear-thickening fluid behaviour seems to impede it. The temperature distribution along the centerline and local Nusselt number over the surface of the cylinders show complex dependence on the power-law index, Reynolds and Prandtl numbers and gap ratio. For tandem cylinders with G=2, the average Nusselt number values for the upstream cylinder show a dependence on the dimensionless parameters qualitatively similar to that for a single cylinder. The functional dependence of the numerical results on the dimensionless parameters has also been presented in terms of the average Nusselt number and Colburn j-factor. Due to the space restrictions, only a selection of results is presented here to show typical trends whereas more detailed results and expanded discussion are available elsewhere [27] . 
